
The Telmate Tablet 
settles the corrections 
environment by 
helping inmates turn 
long stretches of idle, 
negative time into 
active, engaging, and 
productive time. The 
result is a calmer, 
less anxious, and less 
aggressive inmate. 
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The Telmate Tablet is a secure, wireless device 
designed for correctional facilities that transforms 
how inmates spend their time and connect with 
the outside world.

The tablet allows inmates to communicate with their friends and family using 

the modern methods they’re familiar with, including secured phone calls, video 

visits, messaging and photo sharing, all at no cost to the general public. But 

the tablet is more than a powerful communication device. It offers inmates the 

opportunity for self-improvement, personal development and a chance to use 

their time for something constructive like continuing education. The tablet’s 

customizable platform offers a suite of services, including:

TELMATETABLET
INMATE BENEFITS
Telmate tablets innovate inmate communications 
and have a positive effect on inmate well-being.

Phone Calls

Video Visits

Education Content  

Law Library

Multimedia Content

Job & Life Skills

Audio Book and eBooks 

Messaging & Photo 
Sharing

Commissary Ordering

Electronic Requests 
& Grievances

Crime Tips & PREA



TELMATETABLET INMATE BENEFITS

Building Responsibility and Reducing Risk
A lack of choice and responsibility is often a painful 

and aggravating aspect of incarceration contributing to 

anger and hostility. Telmate Tablets offer inmates small, 

safe areas of choice and responsibility, which promotes 

positive behavior, has a calming effect on inmate social 

dynamics, and reduces overall risk for staff. 

Reducing Pressure and Stress
When a person is locked up minutes seem like hours. This 

expansion of time creates stress and a charged environment that 

can be hazardous for both inmates and staff.  The Telmate Tablet 

allows for a series of daily interactions that settle the corrections 

environment by helping inmates turn long stretches of idle, 

negative time into active, engaging, and productive time. 

The Industry’s Best 
Service and Support

We offer the industry’s most 
personal customer service. We 
are US-based, bi-lingual, 24/7 
toll-free support by phone, onsite 
or virtual. We solve your issues 
supported by the best monitor-
ing technology.

Why Telmate?

Increased Usage and 
Operational Efficiencies

Our range of communications 
products, automated admin 
tasks, workflows and deposit 
options drive increased system 
usage and unsurpassed opera-
tional efficiencies.

Innovative Technology

Our system is the most robust, 
full featured, and secure inmate 
communications platform avail-
able including phones, tablets, 
investigator tools, video visits, 
leveraging integrations with 
commissary and JMS systems.

Unified Software Platform

Telmate’s fully integrated soft-
ware and hardware ecosystem 
has been designed and built by 
top tech talent to meet the unique 
needs of the corrections industry, 
unlike any other provider.

Telmate is a leading provider of secure corrections and community corrections solutions including phone, tablet, visitation, 
messaging, education and multimedia content, corrections applications, investigator tools and GPS monitoring. Telmate’s 
cutting-edge platforms are deployed in over 300 correctional facilities in North America spanning nearly all U.S. states 
and Canadian provinces. Telmate is headquartered in San Francisco, California, with local presence near you.   

UPGRADE your inmate communications system to Telmate. 
sales@telmate.com | 1.855.TELMATE (835.6283)

Read chapter in book

1:12 pm

Watch video of a 
daily sermon

7:24 am

Message exchange 
with girlfriend

8:32 am

Study for GED

11:50 am

Video visit with mom

4:21 pm

Submit electronic 
request

3:45 pm

Phone call with 
brother

5:02 pm


